Nancy, Cynthia, Jessica, and Hannah
The Humphrey Team
Sincerely,

This experience in the U.S. is so much more special for each Fellow because of you. Thank you for your dedication! Often, Fellows express how Nashville has become their “home away from home.” Thank you for your support this year!

We would like to say a huge thank you to all of our amazing supporters who have done so much this year to make Humphrey Fellows a part of Nashville! Thank you for making this experience possible for all of us. Stay in touch!

This year, most Humphrey Fellows embarked on professional affiliations (PA), or high-level placements, that offered an opportunity to collaborate with local experts. This is a high level of placement that is only possible through the support and engagement of professionals and organizations across the country. The PA allowed the Humphrey Fellows to engage on topics ranging from research and policy development to engaging in programs that benefit the community.

The Impact Plans

The Humphrey Fellows have been working hard preparing their detailed Impact Plans, a research-based strategy for their work back home. This year, the Humphrey Fellowship program emphasizes the value of partnerships and collaboration. For this reason, the Humphrey Fellowship Program now requires Fellows to engage in at least one professional affiliation outside of their home city. The PA idea is to ensure that the Humphrey Fellows are in the right place to maximize the positive impact on their work back home and to gain new skills.

This year’s Humphrey Fellows represent a total of 14 countries. From Saudi Arabia and South Africa to the United States and the United Kingdom, their diverse backgrounds allowed them to gain a unique perspective on their experiences and the opportunities for growth.

Professional Affiliations

The Humphrey Fellows are conducting their PA outside of Nashville. Many of these professional affiliation opportunities were created through the Humphrey Fellowship program’s partnerships with organizations and local leaders. The PA allows the Fellows to gain exposure to new ideas and strategies that they can bring back to their home countries.

This year, Humphrey Fellows have been working with local organizations such as the Nashville Public Schools, the Vanderbilt Kennedy Center, and Lipscomb University. They have also been participating in workshops and seminars that have been organized by the Humphrey Fellowship program. Humphrey Fellows have been leading projects that have been supported by Nashville organizations. Humphrey Fellows have been working with local organizations to develop programs that address the needs of their communities.

Leaving our Marks

Many of the Humphrey Fellows have been working on projects that have been supported by local organizations. Humphrey Fellows have been leading projects that have been supported by Nashville organizations. Humphrey Fellows have been working with local organizations to develop programs that address the needs of their communities.

Experience All Over

The Humphrey Fellows have been participating in activities that have been organized by the Humphrey Fellowship program. They have been leading workshops and seminars that have been organized by the Humphrey Fellowship program. Humphrey Fellows have been working with local organizations to develop programs that address the needs of their communities.

Appreciation

Thank you for your dedication! We are grateful for all of your support and look forward to continuing to work together.

If you have any updates to share, please email Cynthia Feng at cynthia.feng@vanderbilt.edu

Stay in touch!